Phonics Review

Consonant Sounds

Say the name of each picture and draw a line from the picture to the first letter in its name.
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Draw a picture of some of the words above.
Vowel Sounds

Say the name of the picture. Then draw either a long or short vowel symbol over the letter to indicate whether the vowel is making its long or short sound.

![Picture of apple]
[Apple]

![Picture of fried egg]
[Fried egg]

![Picture of igloo]
[Igloo]

![Picture of a sign with the words "Come in we’re open"]
[Sign]

![Picture of an umbrella with raindrops]
[Umbrella]

a  e  i  o  u

Consonant Blends

Look at the picture and say the word. Then circle the consonant blend that is in the word.

![Picture of a cursive letter 'g']
[Letter 'g']

![Picture of a round shape]
[Shape]

![Picture of two fish]
[Fish]

![Picture of a tree]
[Tree]
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